
Bloco Fogo Committee meeting 28 May 2012 
 
Actions from last time: 

 

Action: Review newsletter to ensure content fresh & relevant. Send out a “how to” 
communication (on the newsletter!) to make sure people know how to access the gig list 
direct from link on the newsletter 
 
Phil & Dave had caught up offline about this. Phil said happy to keep newsletter going, but felt 
that gig information on gig list, so unless anyone wants anything announcing, was becoming 
a bit mundane. But Phil happy to pull something new together if we send him what we want to 
put in. He doesn’t have time to refresh it himself, just send it out. 
 
Phil question:  how often should it go? Should there be a differentiation between gig info and 
newsletter, this is what is happening in your band? 
 
Dave feels important as people who don’t go to rehearsals much feel out of loop and don’t 
necessarily go online. Have to cater for all different audiences who don’t necessarily use gig 
list much or facebook etc. 
 
General consensus that newsletter is important. Kim says is important for new people makes 
them feel inclusive. 
 
So we need to make sure there is news or photos or one line welcome to new member, so 
that there is something “new” in it every time it’s sent out.  
 
Phil – makes point is important to track new people & we need consideration about how we 
do that. 
 
Action: aim for trial period to send out on weekly basis. Dave will feed through content to 
Phil. 
 
Actions: Dan to amend the distribution list. Committee to explain to Alex at next meeting that 
when we discuss finance issues relating to mestres etc, we do it without him. 
 
Done -  
 
Actions: Email to be sent out to members asking for volunteers for all groups (except for 
finance). Check with costume members whether all happy to stay on it. Each head to draw up 
a list of what they’re going to focus on, submit to Chairman for review by Mon 9th April. 
 
Done – Mandy & Bianca & Caroline have signed up for Learning & Skills 
Sarah Boughton for Travel & Logistics 
 
Action: AGM Minutes : email out to members & post up on website. 
Done, also has put everything on website 
 
Action: Email to go out to members to ask them to nominate charities they would like to 
support. Committee to then consider & choose. Leonie to have a think about a charity policy, 
as she has best sense of booking requirements etc. 
 
Leonie – hasn’t had any feedback from anybody yet, there has been no email. Feels that 
can’t nail anything down until can see what’s done. Proposes review next year, once we see 
how this year goes with accepting more charity gigs.  
 
Graham: why do we have to be prescriptive about what Charity? Why not as and when? 
 
Kim: reason we said we needed a charity policy is that got a lot of stick at AGM a couple of 
years ago as people felt didn’t support charities they believed in 
 



A certain number of gigs are done for free – question is are these considered charity? Is there 
a difference between charity and community 
 
Action: Kim going to draw up a rough proposal 
 
Geoff: to see what the split is between community and charity gigs that we do 
 
Action: publish to members when it’s a free gig. Phil: has the admin rights for mailing lists 
fogies – co-ordinates with Geoff  
 
 

Sub team updates: 

 

Costume update: 

Jan, Alex, Bec, Jane, Sandra, Dave. 
Jan update: Dyeing tunics + t-shirts. Also showed the new gold, trying to get a good price. 

Jan: asked Geoff for approval to pay for prototype & to buy the gold material.  
 £4.99 for the dye, which does 4 coats.  

Geoff request for unit price 

Alex & Jan – re-dyeing all old coats & adding the new gold 

Proposal to have a dyeing day to refresh everyone’s coats.  

Is aware that people aren’t happy with coats design, so has put forward some new ones. 

Alex – bookers say don’t change the costume.  

People perceive that Dave wants to change the costume wholescale, but he says all he wants 
to tweak to make it less old-fashioned  

Jan & Alex opposed to any change at all 

Matt said we looked quite good with a slightly different look at Milton Keynes – it wasn’t too 
much of a change. 

Graham – thinks we’d be brave to change as that’s what we’re known for 

Roy – was an idea as a school project to get them to come up with design. 

Ivy will join the costume committee. Leonie wants to be on costume committee. Last costume 
committee meeting only had Alex, Jan & Bec attend 

Point was made that actually there is already variation in the costume (3 types of yellow 
trousers) so what’s wrong with a bit more change 

Also request to ask everyone to wear gold, red, yellow or white footwear. 

Alex – has seen cowie shells bracelets to buy, we agreed to buy them for Christmas presents 
for band. Alex to forward link to Geoff who will arrange to buy them. 

 

Learning & Skills update: 



mestres, Kim, Belinda, request for other members 
 
Beginners workshop planning 

Dave: after Fremlin Walk gig, loads of flyers handed out, no response. 
Publicise it better in a specified time frame.  

Kim - £1500 – ballpark.  6 week period. 

Haven’t had a meeting yet. Need to discuss this offline in a separate meeting 
 

Travel & Logistics update: 

Leonie & Belinda, request for other members 
 
Coburg update – see attached proposal  

Vote agreed to stick to £50 proposal 

Raise to 18 yr old – the £30 subsidy 

Phil – wants it minuted that disapproves of the subsidy altogether 

Agreed that everyone whether travelling on the coach will have to pay the £50  
 
 Other considerations: about the guardians. & the minors. DO we have a policy? Need to be 
made aware that they will be exposed to some quite rowdy & potentially inappropriate people. 

Need to get written permission & guidelines from parents. Alex raised issue about Rosie – 
(who’s going to be her guardian?) Also the permission for medical emergencies (there is a 
draft letter already for this).  

Note: all to be mindful that there are young adults who may (inadvertently) lead them astray. 

Canons – Graham going to take that on what with Roy being absent 

Trailer – agreed only if needed. Leonie & Belinda to finalise numbers asap 
 

Operations & SFX update: 

Dave, Roy, Graham, Phil, request for other members 
Graham showcased battery holders for lights. Agreed that is needed. 

Lights: beaded ones aren’t durable enough. 

Haven’t got a proposal yet. But need a budget for lights. Bright LEDs need 12v supply . Can 
get batteries but need expensive system. Prob not justified. Battery pack too heavy.  

Alex – John at Same Sky has been making some lights which could be workable. Circles to 
put on front of drums. 

Sticking with white. Agreed that best colour. Also constant white light, not flashing.  

Budget set aside for SFX is £500, but based on no real science 

Lights needed for Thames, agreed, but Roy says need to keep in perspective as there are 
only a few gigs a year where we need lights, so need to make expenditure worthwhile, and 



lights that last more than one season. 
 

CD – we’ve got an existing one, which we can tweak and try to sell and see how it 
goes. There has been some interest.  
 
Costing: sleeve, decent sleeve, free sticker  
 
Action: Alex going to design. Roy has original & can burn. Need to get costing. 
Alex to decide what tracks to put on  
Belinda to ask James if he knows about costs for CDs too. 
 
Graham – says can also use as promo material  
 
 
Finance update: 

Geoff, Dave, Kim & Roy 
Had a meeting. Recommendations – see attached. 

Has produced a budget – see attached 

Claiming expenses – proposal to use gig sign-up sheet, tick options, etc, would know how 
much expenses/reimbursements were beforehand rather than several months after. Give 
them an opportunity not to take the money if it’s free. Needs to be a check that people are 
actually attending the gigs they signed up for, say if they forgot. 

No vote agreed on that yet – need to think it through a bit more. 

Proposal for 12k contingency fund: 

5k van, 4k costume, 1.5k workshop, 1.5 SFX 
Vote, carried . 

Rent has risen at the Forum to £200 a month. 

Mestres update: 

Alex, Matt, Dan, Jaz, Sal  

 Crawley discussion: carried forward from previous meeting 
  

 Large Puppet - Update from Alex – Alex has found a supplier but we would need to 
commission from scratch, say what we want, how much we want to spend and they 
would design. Roughly £1,500 would cost. What gigs would use it on? Once it’s built, 
you could change it a bit & customise it. 
 
Alex made point that actually it might make it more inclusive to some people who 
want to be part of Bloco Fogo but can’t do the drumming for whatever reason – they 
could be performers, or flag bearers or Baianas, or puppet people etc etc. 
 

 
Roy: we already have a puppet that is fairly similar. Maybe that just needs adapting. Same 
Sky could design a collapsible head for it maybe. So 2 options: invest in what we’ve got, or go 
for a brand new one. 
 
Kim feels would be good as we’ve got money in the bank, should make the investment. 
 
Belinda suggested we spend a smaller investment this year on the existing puppet. 



 
Action: Alex going to get a quote on amending existing puppet and consider commissioning 
the other one for next year (will take a long time for them to build it). 

 
Any other business: 
Alex gave update on music: some changes. No more Reggaton, but mashing some 
of it into other tunes. Joe’s Little Pony, additions. Some tunes were “done”, no more 
changes to be made: Samba Reggae, Calypso, Maggie, Samba Duro, Bave, Reggae 
Atlantico, Hip Hop 
 
Some tunes have historical bits that we don’t play correctly. This can only be 
corrected by playing it slowly. Intends to do this over the summer. Also good for 
beginners.  
 
Dave: Assistant mestre role – talking to Jaz, lack of clarity as to what she 
understands role to be. Been trying to put down some guidelines. No time to review it 
now. Roy will pass on to rest of committee for review. 
 
Alex: suggest mestres should invoice once a month so there is clarity on costs. 


